
An analog ell to detet single event transients in voltage referenes
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Abstrat5

A reliable voltage referene is mandatory in mixed-signal systems. However, this family of omponents an undergo

very long single event transients when operating in radiation environments suh as spae, nulear failities, et.,

due to the impat of heavy ions. The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate how a simple ell an be used

to detet these transients. The ell was implemented with typial COTS omponents and its behavior was veri�ed

by SPICE simulations and in a laser faility. Di�erent appliations of the ell are explored as well.
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1. Introdution7

Some eletroni systems are designed to work in harsh environments, suh as avionis, spae, nulear failities8

or linear aelerators [1, 2℄. In these environments, energeti heavy ions hit the eletroni devies generating a high9

density of free arriers. If this happens in internal apaitanes, suh as gate oxides or reverse-biased PN juntions,10

the loud is swept away by the eletri �eld and an instantaneous urrent transient ours, whih is transmitted11

into the system.12

With the exeption of some mixed-signal omponents [3, 4℄, the only expeted soft errors in analog devies are13

single event transients (SETs) due to the absene of memory elements. In partiular, some works have reported14

that voltage referenes an show a very dangerous kind of SET alled �long duration pulse� (LDP) [5, 6℄. In speial15

irumstanes, the transients last for several hundreds of µs or even 1 ms. This harateristi is ritial in analog-16

to-digital (A/D) or digital-to-analog (D/A) onversions [7℄. In general, the output of a D/A or A/D onverter is17

proportional to either VREF or V −1

REF . If a peak ∆vREF appears, it is easy to demonstrate that the analog or digital18

output shows a perentage error of ±∆vREF

VREF
. Voltage referenes are usually built using a ore ell (e.g., band-gap19

ells or Zener diodes) followed by an operational ampli�er (op amp) (Fig. 1). The ore ell provides a referene20

value (VCORE) independent of the power supply or the temperature whereas the op amp stabilizes the system by21

negative feedbak, sales the referene voltage, and improves the output harateristis. Usually, voltage referenes22

must provide urrent to the load. Thus, a simple lass-A output stage is an e�ient and widely-used solution (QO23

and IQ in Fig. 1) [5℄.24
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Figure 1: Standard voltage referene. A ore ell, biased by the power supply, +VCC , provides a stable voltage value (VCORE) that

works as the input of a non-inverting ampli�er. Thus, VREF =

(

1 +
RB

RA

)

· VCORE . Typially, the output is just a lass-A stage

onsisting of an NPN (or NMOS) transistor, QO, and a urrent soure, IQ, to bias it in the forward-ative zone. The apaitor is

inluded to �lter noise. RL represents a hypothetial load.
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Figure 2: Proposed surveying ell. The output signals are the Rising Pulse Warning, RPW , and the Falling Pulse Warning, FPW . Some

resistors are inluded to minimize the e�ets of the input bias urrents. In omparators with open olletor/drain output, additional

pull-up resistors (RPU ) and a logi power supply (+VL) are neessary.

LDPs in voltage referenes are a dangerous hazard sine they lead to hundreds or thousands of erroneous25

onversions [5, 8℄. In this paper, we are going to demonstrate how a very simple analog ell able to detet SETs26

beyond a tunable threshold value an help to solve this undesirable issue.27

2. The ell and its properties28

The proposed ell is shown in Fig. 2. In this ell, only passive omponents and two omparators are required.29

The input of the ell is REF and two warning digital signals (Rising Pulse Warning, RPW , and Falling Pulse30

Warning, FPW ) are the outputs. Let us alulate the bias point, Q, aepting that the omparators have a high31

input impedane. It follows then that:32

VA,Q =
R2 +RX

RT

· VREF,Q (1)

33

VB,Q =
R2

RT

· VREF,Q (2)

RT being R1+R2+RX . At the bias point, VA = VAF = VAR and VB = VBF = VBR so ∆VBA = −RX

RT
· VREF,Q < 0.34

Therefore, the outputs of both omparators are in the LOW state. Now, let us suppose that a transient ours at35

REF . This transient an be modeled as a perturbation, ±vPK , around the bias point. Thus, during the transient,36
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V ∗

REF = VREF,Q ± vPK . The following step is to set the time onstant, τ = R · C, muh longer (e.g., one order of37

magnitude) than the worst-ase transient duration. Given that the transient duration is ∼10�1000 µs [5, 6, 9℄, τ38

must be seleted on the order of 0.1-10 ms. In this situation, the perturbation quikly reahes nodes A and B as39

well as nodes AF and BR, whih are open iruits in pratie. However, nodes AR and BF are not immediately40

a�eted due to the presene of the apaitors. Therefore, ∆VBA beomes positive in one of the two omparators41

and its output swithes to HIGH indiating the ourrene of an SET. Namely, rising transients, with vPK > 042

trigger RPW , whereas FPW is ativated by falling transients.43

Now, the ell will be analyzed in a quantitative way. Instead of resolving the iruit in the frequeny domain,44

we are going to use the standard tehnique in the �eld of small-signal iruits researh, whih onsists in modeling45

the apaitors as short-iruits in AC mode. Later, DC and AC ontributions will be added using the superposition46

priniple.47

Hene, it an be demonstrated that one of the omparators is triggered if vPK falls outside the interval48

[−VTHF , VTHR] with:49

VTHR ≈
RX

R2

· VREF,Q (3)

50

VTHF ≈
RX

R2 +RX

· VREF,Q (4)

if R ≫ R1, R2. Also, if R = R1 = R2:51

VTHR ≈
2RX

R

(

1 +
1

2

RX

R

)

· VREF,Q (5)

52

VTHF ≈
2RX

R

(

1−
3

2

RX

R

)

· VREF,Q (6)

Anyhow, if RX ≪ R2, VTHR ≈ VTHF . An interesting feature is that, as the thresholds are de�ned as perentage53

values, the ell funtions whatever the referene voltage. Finally, the analysis remains valid one the network has54

reahed the bias point. Therefore, the ell does not work immediately after powering-up the system, the delay being55

on the order of τ .56

It is interesting to hek how non-idealities ompromise the performane of the ell. First of all, let us investigate57

the e�ets of the resistor tolerane. For the sake of brevity, only the situation in whih R ≫ R1, R2 will be desribed.58

Aording to the error propagation theory, the unertainty of VTHR, ∆VTHR, is related to the resistor tolerane as:59

∆VTHR

VTHR

=
∆RX

RX

+
∆R2

R2

(7)

as it is easily dedued from Eq. 3. Therefore, preision resistors are strongly reommended.60

Another interesting parameter to take into aount is the input o�set voltage of the omparators. For example,61

if R ≫ R1, R2, the rising transients are deteted if:62

vPK > VTHR +
RT

R2

· VOS,R (8)

and the falling ones if:63

|vPK | > VTHF +
RT

R2 +RX

· VOS,F (9)
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VOS,R and VOS,F being the input o�set voltages of the omparators that detet Rising and Falling transients.64

Another parameter that an a�et the performane of the ell is the input bias urrent of the omparators. In Fig.65

2, we an see that every input of the omparators is onneted to the nodes AF, AR, BF and BR. This will be the66

guideline to denominate the orresponding input bias urrents. De�ning them positive if �owing into the devie,67

alulations show that they ontribute to the e�etive input o�set voltage as:68

∆V ∗

OS,R =
RX

RT

[R2 · (IBF + IBR)−R1 · (IAF + IAR)]−R · (IBR − IAR) (10)

69

∆V ∗

OS,F =
RX

RT

[R2 · (IBF + IBR)−R1 · (IAF + IAR)]−R · (IBF − IAF ) (11)

The in�uene of the input bias urrents is minimized if urrents are extremely low or, if R1 = R2, idential to anel70

eah other out.71

3. Simulations in SPICE72

In order to verify the funtioning of the analog ell we arried out simulations using realisti SPICE models73

of ommerial-o�-the-shelf (COTS) disrete omponents found in the literature on eletroni systems for spae.74

The voltage referene was reated using an LM124A SPICE miromodel in non-inverting on�guration, whih is75

an improved version of the one that was suessfully used by the authors to investigate SETs in networks with op76

amps [6, 10, 11℄.77

Conerning the output stage, the NPN transistor was modeled as a typial 2N2222A. Furthermore, the urrent78

soure, IQ, was removed sine the feedbak resistor network, RA and RB, managed to orretly bias the transistor79

in forward-ative zone. Other parameters of the simulated voltage referene were VCORE = 1.25 V , RA = 33 kΩ,80

RB = 100 kΩ, whih yield VREF = 5.0 V .81

The ell was implemented using an LM311-like voltage omparator, depited in [12, 13℄. In this ase, the SPICE82

miromodel was developed from the detailed shemati in the manufaturer's datasheet with idential transistor83

models to those of the LM124A miromodel. Current mirrors biasing the di�erent stages were �tted from the84

original works by R. Widlar [14, 15℄. As the omparator has an open-olletor output, an additional pull-up resistor85

of 10 kΩ was neessary in the simulations.86

Di�erent ombinations of RL (0.1, 0.47, 1, and 4.7 kΩ) and CL (0.1, 0.22, 0.47, and 1.0 µF) were used in the87

simulations to verify the orret operation of the ell. However, in this paper only the results assoiated with88

CL = 100 nF and RL = 4.7 kΩ will be shown. The reason of seleting this resistane value is that it is on the89

order of the equivalent load of, e. g., typial R/2R networks in DACs [16, 17℄. Finally, the simulation engine was90

NGSPICE rework 26, a GNU fork of Berkeley SPICE 3f5

1

.91

SETs were simulated by means of piee-wise urrent soures between the reverse biased CB juntions of bipolar92

transistors in forward ative or ut-o� zone. In partiular, the rising transients were emulated by draining 0.4 pC93

from a spei� transistor of the gain stage, QR1, and the falling ones by draining 3 pC from a neighbor transistor,94

Q09, also in the gain stage [6, 10, 11℄. Preliminary simulations showed that the duration of the longest transient95

1

http://ngspie.soureforge.net
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Figure 3: Response of the surveying ell in ase of simulated SETs.

was below 250 µs. This value was neessary to determine the network parameters in Fig. 2, whih were eventually96

hosen as VL = 3.3 V , R1 = R2 = 10 kΩ, RX = 200 Ω, R = 10 kΩ, and C = 220 nF . Therefore the threshold97

value was set around 200 mV and τ near 2.2 ms. Fig. 3a-b shows the response of the ell when rising (in reality,98

bipolar) or falling SETs our, demonstrating that the ell apparently operates as expeted. Every time the voltage99

referene output leaves the safety margin, 5 V ± 200 mV (gray zone in both graphs), one of the logi signals100

swithes to HIGH.101

Finally, we would like to larify the reasons for our hoie of omponents. In atual designs, a dediated voltage102

referene (disrete or that inluded in usual D/A or A/D onverters) must be used instead of the system built103

with the LM124A and aessories. In this work, the voltage referene is built as desribed only for illustrating104

purposes. In fat, realisti transients are easily indued in this system and an be used to test the analog ell in105

typial onditions. Moreover, the LM311 was seleted sine it is still used in some designs and its behavior under106

radiation is well understood. Other newer, faster, and more reliable voltage omparators an be used in ustom107

implementations.108
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4. Experimental results109

Even though the theoretial behavior of the ells is quite simple and has been orroborated by simulations, the110

onlusive test is to onfront the ell with an atual SET. An interesting and heap option to indue SETs are laser111

failities, whih have beome an exellent option to study heavy ions e�ets. These tests are speially aurate in112

old bipolar tehnologies, with transistor sizes of some tens of µm [18℄. The laser wavelength at the UCM-CLUR113

[6, 10℄ was 800 nm, and the spot size of the foused laser was around 1 µm, muh smaller than the typial transistors114

that make up the LM124A. The laser setup is thoroughly explained in other works by the authors [6, 10, 11, 13℄.115

As in the simulations, the voltage referene was built using an LM124A as ore op amp, biased by a unipolar 12-V116

power supply. External parameters were hosen idential to those of the simulations but, due to tehnial reasons,117

the voltage referene was build with two Si diodes in series on�guration in suh a way that VREF ≈ 5.4 V . Finally,118

VL, or logi power supply, was set to +5 V . The LM124A, in erami pakage, was deapsulated mehanially to119

make the internal devies aessible. QR1 and Q09 were loated on the surfae of the deapsulated LM124A as120

shown in [6, 10℄ and illuminated by the laser light (Energy ∼ 50 pJ). Aording to [5, 8℄, the laser is equivalent to a121

heavy ion with LET∼ 50 MeV·m2
/mg. Results are shown in Fig. 4a-b. Both graphs demonstrate that the analog122

ell does detet SETs raising one of the outputs from LOW to HIGH. For the sake of larity, only one of the digital123

signals is shown in eah graph.124

The ell was tested with di�erent ombinations of RL (0.1, 0.47, 1, and 4.7 kΩ) and CL (0.1, 0.22, 0.47, and125

1.0 µF) and the detetion was always orretly done. Only when the transient was very long (∼100 µs), the signal126

apparently swithed to LOW state before REF returned to the safety margin. This is attributed to the slow but127

unavoidable aumulation of harge in the apaitors, whih shifts the threshold levels upwards.128

An interesting point is the delay between the transients and the logi signals. De�ning t50% as the time needed129

by the omparator to reah 50% of the �nal logi value (2.5 V), the LM311 delay ranged from 0.6 to 0.8 µs depending130

on the value of the pull-up resistor At any rate, this delay is muh shorter than the transient duration (some tens or131

hundreds of µs). On the other hand, swithing from HIGH to LOW is almost instantaneous whatever the pull-up132

output resistor is. This delay should be shorter if this omparator is replaed by more advaned omponents.133

5. Disussion134

5.1. Load e�ets135

Several fators must be studied before using this ell in atual systems. First of all, it is neessary to determine136

how the ell a�ets the surveyed voltage referene. The load regulation is a typial parameter of voltage referenes137

that evaluates the voltage drop assoiated with the output urrent. Typial ommerial voltage referenes suh as138

the 5-V REF02 have a load regulation value below 0.01 %/mA. Aepting this value, the atual analog ell tested139

in the laser faility (R1 = R2 = 10 kΩ, RX = 100 Ω, RT = 20.1 kΩ) indues a negligible drop of ∼ 100 µV.140

However, voltage referenes liable to undergo SETs ould be used in environments where total ionizing dose (TID)141

or displaement damage (DD) are expeted (e.g., spae, nulear failities, et.). The load regulation is a parameter142

that inreases with the permanent radiation damage. Even more, in very irradiated devies, the output stage of143

the voltage referene is so damaged that it annot provide enough urrent to bias load resistors even on the order144

of 10 kΩ [17, 19℄.145
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Figure 4: Response of the surveying ell in atual SETs. For the sake of larity, only the main warning signal is shown.
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Finally, in spite of the fat that the ell is a two-pole/two-zero network, spontaneous osillations were not146

observed during the tests whatever the values of RL and CL were.147

5.2. Reliability of the ell148

Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that the analog ell is exposed to the same kind of radiation as the149

surveyed voltage referene. First of all, SETs an our also in the omparators. However, there are some reasons150

to believe that this is a minor threat. In the LM111 family, LOW-to-HIGH transients are typially very short151

(τ . 1 µs) and an even disappear if the pull-up resistor is large enough [12, 13, 20℄. On the ontrary, transients152

in voltage referenes an last for tens or hundreds of µs [5℄. Besides, the threshold linear energy transfer (LET)153

value of the omparators dramatially dereases if the input voltage di�erene moves away some tens of mV from154

the swith threshold [20℄. Finally, as it is shown in the following setion, some appliations are hardly a�eted by155

these transients.156

Also, voltage omparators an experiene an o�set voltage drift as well as an inrease of the input bias urrents157

due to aumulated damage (TID, DD) [21℄. The in�uene of the input o�set voltage inrease is enhaned in ase158

of hoosing a very large value of R1 as dedued from Eq. 8 and 9. Besides, Eq. 10-11 shows that, if the urrents159

are idential in the four inputs and R1 = R2, their in�uene vanishes. To onlude, as the input voltage di�erene160

is some tens of volts at the most, perniious e�ets related to the asymmetri polarization of the inputs seem to be161

unlikely [21℄.162

5.3. Mitigation of SETs163

In voltage referenes, rising transients are very long due to the trapped harge inside the load apaitor (CL in164

Fig. 1) [5, 6, 11℄. A simple way to mitigate the transients is using the RPW signal to ativate a low impedane165

path to drain the apaitor (e.g. the NMOS in Fig. 5a). This struture was tested in the laser faility using the166

IRFD014, a ommerial disrete NMOS transistor, and RP = 100 Ω. Fig. 5b shows the signals obtained with167

idential loads to those of Fig. 4a. The �rst onlusion is that the peak voltage hardly hanges from Fig. 4a to Fig.168

5b. Unfortunately, this strategy makes the transient shorter but not smaller. Seond, the RPW signal rises more169

slowly due to the in�uene of the parasiti apaitor at the NMOS transistor gate. Finally, the transient duration170

is redued from 150µs to hardly 30µs. Even more, the most signi�ant initial positive peak is redued from 110µs171

to 12 µs.172

The transient detetion is more e�etive if FPW and RPW signals are NORed to reate a single warning signal,173

WARN . For instane, miroproessors or FPGAs that proess the digital signal oming from an ADC an use the174

WARN signal to dismiss data obtained during the transient. Moreover, ombined with a bakup voltage referene,175

it an be used to set a onstant value of referene voltage independently of the ourrene of SETs. The idea is176

shown in Fig. 6. If the REF1 signal is orret, FPW = RPW = LOW → WARN = HIGH . In ase a transient177

ours at REF1, the NOR gate output swithes to LOW ativating a single pole, double throw (SPDT) swith that178

selets a bakup referene voltage, REF2. Formally, the system ompares REF1 with its opies in the apaitors179

and, in ase of disagreement, the system selets the third option, REF2. De�ning REFC as the voltage in the180

apaitors, it is easy to dedue that REF is the output of the algorithm181
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Figure 5: Mitigation of transients using the analog ell. An NMOS, ontrolled by the RPW signal, is in OFF state and swithes to

linear zone if RPW = HIGH (a). The seond graph shows the mitigated transient (b).
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Figure 6: A iruit to keep the referene voltage onstant.

182

if (REF1 = REFC) then REF = REF1

else REF = REF2

183

If REF1, REFC, andREF2were logi signals instead of analog ones, the algorithmwould be formally equivalent184

to a majority voter for Triple Modular Redundany (TMR).185

Transients are rare events so it is very improbable that both referenes fail simultaneously. Typially, COTS186

omponents appropriate for this iruit are built in high-voltage CMOS tehnologies. However, if damage by187

aumulated radiation is expeted, the NOR gate an be hosen from the SiGe family [22, 23℄ while the analog188

swith an be the SW06, with only bipolar and JFET transistors and therefore very tolerant to TID damage.189

Finally, it must be taken into aount that SETs in the omparators or the NOR gate do not a�et the e�etive190

output (REF in Fig. 6).191
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Figure 7: Typial iruit (in gray) to measure the quiesent urrent needed by a load (a). SPICE simulation of the behavior of the

analog ell whih surveys the SNS signal (b). From t = 3s on, the quiesent urrent slowly inreases due to a TID damage, but the

ell is not triggered. At t = 10s, a lath-up ours and is deteted by the ell (R1 = R2 = R = 10 kΩ, RX = 100 Ω, CL = 1 µF ,

RP = 100 Ω, and RD = 20 Ω).

5.4. Other potential appliations192

The ell an also be useful during the preparation of heavy-ion or laser tests. When a researher wants to193

haraterize an analog devie with a onstant output value in a radiation faility, the typial proedure onsists in194

setting the osillosope trigger to a threshold level and register every transient going beyond this level. Unfortu-195

nately, some low-end osillosopes have no bipolar trigger. In other words, they an be set to detet rising or falling196

transients, but not both simultaneously. The analog ell solves this problem sine the WARN signal an trigger197

the osillosope whihever the kind of transient is.198

Another appliation is the detetion of lath-up in aelerated radiation tests. One of the advantages of the ell199

is its independene of the DC level of the surveyed voltage signal. Also, shifts in this voltage are not deteted if200

they are slow. Fig. 7a shows a di�erential ampli�er measuring the voltage drop aross a sense resistor, RP . The201

output voltage, VSNS , whih is proportional to the output urrent, is surveyed by the analog ell. SPICE simulation202

results are shown in Fig. 7b. One an see that the analog ell is only triggered by the lath-up and not by the slow203

drift. Obviously, this detetion tehnique is only appropriate for stati tests as the ell will show false detetions if204

there are sudden requirements of urrent (e. g., while writing/reading a memory).205
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6. Conlusion206

A simple analog ell is proposed to detet single event transients in voltage referenes. This ell was implemented207

with disrete passive omponents and two typial voltage omparators and its orret funtioning demonstrated by208

means of SPICE simulations and in a laser faility. Also, it an be used to mitigate the transients making their209

duration muh shorter or to selet a bakup voltage referene in ase the main one fails. Finally, it an simplify210

the setup of stati tests of omponents in heavy-ion or laser failities sine it allows the use of low-end osillosopes211

and the simple detetion of lath-up.212
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